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ABSTRACT

We present the first X-ray observations of three recently discovered millisecond pulsars (MSPs) with interesting
characteristics: PSRJ0337+1715, PSRJ0636+5129, and PSRJ0645+5158. PSRJ0337+1715 is a fast-spinning,
bright, and so-far unique MSP in a hierarchical triple system with two white dwarf companions. PSRJ0636+5129
is an MSP in a very tight 96-minute orbit with a low-mass, 8MJ companion. PSRJ0645+5158 is a nearby, isolated
MSP with a very small duty cycle (1%–2%), which has led to its inclusion in high-precision pulsar timing
programs. Using data from XMM-Newton, we have analyzed X-ray spectroscopy for these three objects, as well as
optical/ultraviolet photometry for PSRJ0337+1715. The X-ray data for each are largely consistent with
expectations for most MSPs with regards to the ratios of thermal and non-thermal emission. We discuss the
implications of these data on the pulsar population, and prospects for future observations of these pulsars.

Key words: pulsars: individual (PSR J0337+1715, PSR J0636+5129, PSR J0645+5158) – stars: neutron –

X-rays: stars

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of millisecond pulsars (MSPs) has led to many
discoveries in astronomy and physics. Because of their extreme
nature and precision in radio emission, these objects have been
used to constrain theories of relativistic gravity (e.g., Kramer
et al. 2006) and to understand pulsar emission (e.g., Fruchter
et al. 1988), binary evolution (e.g., Champion et al. 2008), and
the equation-of-state for material at supra-nuclear densities
(e.g., Demorest et al. 2010), and, in the long-term, are being
used to constrain and ultimately detect gravitational waves with
pulsar timing arrays (PTAs; e.g., Jenet et al. 2006).

MSPs are important targets of high-energy (X-ray and γ-ray)
facilities. Fermi has done wonders to revolutionize our under-
standing of non-thermal emission from pulsar magnetospheres
(Abdo et al. 2009; Ransom et al. 2011) for energetic (spin-
down luminosities ˙  -E 10 erg s34 1) pulsars and continues to
help identify new energetic MSPs (e.g., Kaplan et al. 2012). In
contrast, the soft X-ray band (0.2–10 keV) not only probes
energetic pulsars, but also gives vital information about the
surface emission of a wider range of MSPs. In soft X-rays, the
emission consists of a combination of non-thermal emission
from the pulsar magnetosphere and thermal emission from
heated polar caps (Zavlin 2007; Durant et al. 2012), with the
ratio depending on the pulsar’s age, its spin-down luminosity,
Ė , and geometric factors (e.g., Possenti et al. 2002). For the
more common MSPs with low spin-down luminosities
( ˙  -E 10 erg s33 1), which account for ≈60% of MSPs with
Ė measurements in the ATNF Pulsar Catalog9 (Manchester
et al. 2005), studying the dominant thermal emission from
individual MSPs has been a powerful probe of neutron star

heating and has allowed constraints on the equation-of-state of
supra-nuclear matter (Bogdanov et al. 2008), and starts to probe
surface inhomogeneities and magnetic field geometries. Gentile
et al. (2014) compiled data from X-ray observations of 49
MSPs (with periods of <30 ms),10 ≈15% of all pulsars with
similar periods, some of which only have distance measure-
ments from dispersion measure (DM) models, which have large
uncertainties. The Neutron Star Interior Composition Explorer
(NICER), which is anticipated to launch in 2016, will be able to
measure the radii of neutron stars to better than 10%
uncertainty through soft X-ray observations, to experimentally
determine the equation-of-state of neutron stars (Gendreau
et al. 2012).
Discovering interesting new MSPs is the major driver behind

the Green Bank Telescope Driftscan (GBTDrift; Boyles
et al. 2013; Lynch et al. 2013) and Green Bank North Celestial
Cap (GBNCC; Stovall et al. 2014) pulsar surveys. In particular,
these 350MHz surveys aim to discover a large number of new
MSPs in areas in which MSPs are under-represented, and
thereby significantly improve the sensitivity of the International
Pulsar Timing Array efforts. GBTDrift was carried out in mid-
2007 and covers northern and southern declinations, while the
GBNCC survey initially covered the sky north of δ=38°, an
area that is inaccessible to Parkes and Arecibo. Ongoing
observations are now moving to lower declinations while data
analysis of the existing data is in process. Because of the
predominately high latitudes and low frequency of these
surveys, we expect to see proportionally more nearby MSPs
than conventional pulsar surveys (i.e., compare Burgay
et al. 2006 and Jacoby et al. 2009 to Manchester et al. 2001).
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GBTDrift found 31 new pulsars including 7 MSPs, while
GBNCC has published 67 pulsars and 9 MSPs.11 Here we
discuss XMM-Newton observations of three of the more
interesting discoveries from these surveys.

PSRJ0337+1715 (hereafter, PSRJ0337) is an MSP in a
stellar triple system that was discovered in GBTDrift data; it is
the first such system discovered. PSRJ0337 has two white
dwarf (WD) companions in hierarchical orbits (Ransom
et al. 2014), so this system could provide a way to test theories
of relativistic gravity such as the strong equivalence principle.
The stable nature of this system and the 1.6 and 327-day orbits
could also allow us to study three-body dynamics on a variety
of timescales, and understand the formation and evolution of
MSP systems (Luan & Goldreich 2014; Rafikov 2014; Tauris
& van den Heuvel 2014; Sabach & Soker 2015).

PSRJ0636+5129 (hereafter PSRJ0636) is an MSP with a
very low-mass companion that was discovered in GBNCC data
in a 96-minute orbit: one of the tightest MSP binary systems
known (Stovall et al. 2014). The companion, which has a
minimum mass of 7.4MJ (for an assumed neutron star mass of
1.4Me), does not show any signs of current mass loss (see
Romani et al. 2012) and appears similar in nature to the
“diamond planet” orbiting PSR J1719–1438 (Bailes
et al. 2001). This suggests that PSRJ0636 will evolve into
an isolated MSP following a period of mass-transfer/loss in an
ultra-compact X-ray binary (Bailes et al. 2001; Deloye &
Bildsten 2003; van Haaften et al. 2012).

PSRJ0645+5158 (hereafter PSRJ0645) is a nearby,
isolated MSP with a duty cycle of only 1%–2% at 820MHz,
and timing observations at 820MHz have provided a timing
solution with a residual rms of 0.51 μs, which makes it an
excellent addition to the PTAs (Stovall et al. 2014). The full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the pulse was measured at
820MHz to be 86 μs; according to the ATNF Pulsar Catalog,
only 8 out of 115 MSPs (with recorded FWHM values) have
pulse widths <100 μs.

In what follows, we scale quantities to the pulsar distances
found by Kaplan et al. (2014) and Stovall et al. (2014):
1300±80 pc, -

+210 20
30 pc, and -

+650 130
200 pc for PSRs J0337,

J0636, and J0645, respectively. We note that these are not
DM distances, but are based on WD atmosphere models
(PSRJ0337) and timing parallax (PSRJ0636, PSRJ0645),
and thus should be more accurate (e.g., Gaensler et al. 2008;
Chatterjee et al. 2009; Roberts 2011). However, for
PSRJ0645, the low significance of the measurements indicates
that it may be slightly biased by sampling effects (see Verbiest
et al. 2012). A more precise distance measure from the Very
Long Baseline Array (VLBA) for PSRJ0337 will be obtained
within the year.

In Section 2.1, we summarize our methods and the spectral
models fit to the X-ray data. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3, we discuss
our tests for orbital variation in PSRJ0636 data and look at
optical/UV data for PSRJ0337. In Section 3, we discuss the
implications of our findings for the pulsar population.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS

2.1. X-Ray Data

Each pulsar system in this analysis was observed with XMM-
Newton (Jansen et al. 2001), using the European Photon

Imaging Camera (EPIC) with the pn detector in full frame
mode with thin filters (the data from the MOS and RGS
detectors had insufficient counts for analysis). PSRJ0337 was
observed on 2013 August 1 (observation number 0722920101)
for 16.2 ks. An X-ray source was detected 1 6 away from the
radio position of Ransom et al. (2014), consistent with the 2″
astrometric precision of XMM;12 we show an image of the
detection in Figure 1. We measured 164±13 background-
subtracted counts between 0.2 and 2.0 keV, as determined
using calc_data_sum in Sherpa (Freeman et al. 2001;
Doe et al. 2007) and uncertainty given by a Poisson
distribution.13 The chance coincidence probability, given the
number of sources in the field with similar or higher count
rates, is approximately 8×10−5. PSRJ0636 was observed on
2013 October 13 (observation number 0722920201) for
15.0 ks, and we found an X-ray source within 0 3 of the radio
position of Stovall et al. (2014); see Figure 1. The chance
coincidence probability for PSRJ0636 is also approximately
8×10−5. We measured 170±13 counts between 0.2 and
2.0 keV. Finally, PSRJ0645 was observed on 2014 March 29
(observation number 0722920301) for 34.9 ks, but removing a
flare from the data reduced the effective observation length to
23 ks. No source was found by the XMM pipeline near the radio
position of Stovall et al. (2014, see Figure 1), and we measured
only 18±9 source counts between 0.2 and 2.0 keV. The time
resolution of 73.4 ms was too coarse to detect pulsations at the
rotational periods of the pulsars (2.73, 2.87, and 8.85 ms;
Ransom et al. 2014; Stovall et al. 2014), but the observed flux
can guide future searches for pulsed X-rays. We reprocessed
the data using SAS v13.0.1, specifically epchain. Using
HEAsoft v6.14 and CIAO v4.6, and some custom scripts, we
extracted the source counts from within a radius of 25″, and
background counts from an annular region with radii of 50″
and 125″, restricted to the same CCD chip with other sources
removed. We limited the data to events with PATTERN�4
(singles and doubles), but also experimented with using
PATTERN�12 (singles, doubles, and triples). We found that
the change in the results when including triple events was
negligible. Because of the high background rate at low energies
and the expected softness of the source spectra, we limited our
analysis to energies between 0.2 and 2.0 keV. We grouped the
counts such that each energy bin had at least 15 events in it and
subtracted the background from the source.
Using Sherpa (Freeman et al. 2001; Doe et al. 2007), we fit

three models to the data: a power law (PL), a blackbody, and a
neutron star atmosphere (NSA). All models also incorporated
interstellar absorption using the xswabs model (Morrison &
McCammon 1983). For PSRJ0337 and PSRJ0636, we fit the
models with column density, NH, free and with two fixed
values: the first used the pulsar DM and the relation between
DM and NH found by He et al. (2013), while the second used
the three-dimensional extinction model of Drimmel et al.
(2003) integrated to the pulsars’ distances and converted to NH
using Predehl & Schmitt (1995). For PSRJ0645, without a
significant detection, we only fit with fixed NH (by both
methods). We fit the models using a χ2 statistic with the
Levenberg–Marquardt minimization method. We repeated this

11 http://arcc.phys.utb.edu/gbncc

12 See xmm.vilspa.esa.es/docs/documents/CAL-TN-0018.pdf.
13 Note that our count-rate for PSRJ0337 is below the 2σ upper limit from
Prinz & Becker (2015), who analyzed the same data set. Nonetheless, we are
confident in our detection (Figure 1) and do not know the reason for the
discrepancy.
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using the Nelder–Mead Simplex minimization method with the
χ2 statistic, finding the same results. Due to the low number of
counts per bin, we also checked our work using the Cash
statistic (Cash 1979), and the results were consistent with the
χ2 statistic. The results are shown in Table 1, where the small
numbers of counts lead to large uncertainties on the fitted
parameters, and the data for PSRJ0337 and PSRJ0636 are
plotted in Figure 2. All models were statistically acceptable.

The PL model constrains non-thermal emission from the
magnetosphere (Durant et al. 2012). The unabsorbed PL
luminosities of PSRJ0337 and PSRJ0636, as determined by
calc_energy_flux over the range 2.0–10.0 keV using the
PL parameters with fixed NH (using Drimmel et al. 2003 and
Predehl & Schmitt 1995; see Table 1), are
(1.9±0.3)×1030 erg s−1 and (2.9±0.5)×1028 erg s−1.
These luminosities correspond to ˙» ´ - E5.6 10 5 (Ransom
et al. 2014) and ˙» ´ - E5.2 10 6 (Stovall et al. 2014). When
modeling PSRJ0645, we fixed the value for the power-law
index Γ at 2.8, which is similar to the values found for the other
sources, and to values in literature (e.g., Torres et al. 2008;
Pavlov et al. 2007). From this fit, the 95% upper limit on the
unabsorbed luminosity (over the range 2.0–10.0 keV) of
PSRJ0645 is 3.2×1029 erg s−1, which corresponds to

˙ ´ - E1.3 10 3 (Stovall et al. 2014).
Using the blackbody (BB) model, for PSRJ0337, we find an

inferred radius of 0.2±0.1 km and temperature of roughly
0.18±0.02 keV. The temperature for PSRJ0636 is also
approximately 0.18±0.2 keV, and the smaller distance, with
respect to PSRJ0337, implies a smaller radius,
0.03±0.01 km. These results are similar to other MSPs
(e.g., Durant et al. 2012) and are consistent with emission from
heated polar caps. For PSRJ0645, we fixed the temperature to
0.2 keV, and found a 95% upper limit for the radius of 0.03 km,
which is comparable to that of PSRJ0636.

We also fit the data with an NSA model (xsnsa in
sherpa; Zavlin et al. 1996). For all objects, we set the
magnetic field to 0 (appropriate for weakly magnetized MSPs)
and the radius to 15 km, which is large for a neutron star, but
does not significantly affect the resulting emission radii and
temperatures. The masses were set to 1.438Me for PSRJ0337
(Ransom et al. 2014) and 1.4Me for PSRJ0636. We find
temperatures of ≈0.1 keV for both pulsars, and emission radii
of 1.0±0.5 km for PSRJ0337 and ≈0.16 km for PSRJ0636.

These values are again consistent with heated polar-cap
emission from MSPs, where the larger emission radii and
lower temperatures, compared to blackbodies, reflect the more
realistic hydrogen NSA models. In addition, for PSRJ0645,
with the mass set to 1.4Me and the temperature set to a value
similar to those of PSRJ0337 and PSRJ0636, 0.09 keV, we
find an upper limit for the emission radius of 0.2 km.

2.2. PSRJ0636 Light Curve

Since the X-ray observation of PSRJ0636 was 15.0 ks in
length and PSRJ0636 has an orbital period of 5.8 ks, we
checked for significant orbital variation in the data using the
ephemeris from Stovall et al. (2014). We took the extracted,
barycentered event data, subtracted the background, and binned
the counts into 10 bins over the orbital period. We estimated
the error in the counts in each bin using the Gehrels
approximation of the χ2 distribution, considering the low
numbers of counts in some bins (Gehrels 1986). We then
scaled the binned counts according to the exposure time for
each bin. We did the same for an unrelated source of similar
brightness for comparison. We found a cred

2 value of 1.3
(χ2=12 for 9 degrees-of-freedom) against a constant light
curve for the pulsar, and 0.8 for the comparison source. We
tried a number of other choices of binning with similar results.
Finally, we compared the light curves from the two sources and
found a cred

2 value of 1.6. Overall, we find no evidence for
orbital variation of PSRJ0636’s X-ray flux (see Figure 3). We
calculate the approximate fractional uncertainty on the
sinusoidal amplitude as s~ N2 N , where N is the net source
counts and σN is the uncertainty in N, and set a 3σ upper limit
of 50% to any sinusoidal orbital modulation.

2.3. Optical/UV Data

We observed all targets using XMM-Newtonʼs Optical
Monitor (OM; Mason et al. 2001), but only PSRJ0337 was
detected (see Figure 4). PSRJ0636 was observed with the U
(3440Å) filter for a total exposure time of 13.1 ks, but was
undetected (deep optical/near-infrared searches for PSRJ0636
will be reported elsewhere). A bright source nearby may cause
some contamination at the radio position, but the effect is
minor. The background noise gives a 3σ limiting magnitude of
the system of 21.5 (AB). PSRJ0645 was observed with the U

Figure 1. X-ray images of PSR J0337+1715 (left panel), PSR J0636+5129 (middle panel), and PSR J0645+5158 (right panel). Data limited to events with
PATTERN�4 (singles and doubles), with energies between 0.2 and 2.0 keV. The black dashed lines indicate the radio positions (Ransom et al. 2014; Stovall
et al. 2014), and the red circles indicate the 2″ uncertainty in the X-ray positions.
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filter for a total exposure time of 29.6 ks, but was also
undetected, with a 3σ limiting AB magnitude of 21.8. The data
on PSRJ0337 consist of two exposures each in the U, UVW1
(2910Å), and UVM2 (2310Å) filters, for total exposure times
of 4.7, 5.88, and 6.0 ks, respectively. We reprocessed the data
using SAS 13.5.0 with the latest calibration set, performing
point-spread function photometry with background regions that
accounted for the scattered light halos of nearby stars. Overall,
we find magnitudes relative to Vega (where =m 0.03V ,Vega ) of
mU=17.59±0.04, mUVW1=17.14±0.04, and
mUVM2=17.20±0.04.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The X-ray spectral models used above are each very
simplistic, and do not take into account emission coming from
different processes, such as thermal and non-thermal emission
from one source. Other analyses of MSPs with higher signal-to-

noise can fit more realistic models to the data (e.g.,
Zavlin 2006). Moreover, with limited statistics the fit
parameters tend to be highly covariant, as shown in Figure 6,
where higher values for NH lead to more severe constraints
on kT.
We compare the PL luminosities, described in Section 2.1,

with results from other analyses (e.g., Possenti et al. 2002; Li
et al. 2008; Becker 2009), noting that the energy ranges differ
between analyses. The general Ė relation from Possenti et al.
(2002), for 2–10 keV, assumes a high ratio of non-thermal
emission:

( ) ( ) ( ˙ )
( )

= 
- 

- -L Elog erg s 1.34 0.03 log erg s
14.36 1.11. 1

X
1 1

Using this relation, we expect ( ) = -Llog erg s 32 2X,J0337
1

(the uncertainty in this is derived from that in Equation (1)) and
( ) = -Llog erg s 31 2X,J0636

1 . These results, although they

Table 1
X-Ray Fits to Sources

Model NH
a Γ/kTb Ac/Rd χ2/DOF Fluxe

(×1020 cm−2) (keV) (×10−13 erg cm−2 s−1)

PSR J0337+1715
Power law -

+18 7
11

-
+3.6 0.8

1.1
-
+10 2

4 7.72 11 -
+1.2 0.4

0.6

6.4f 2.4±0.2 6.7±0.8 11.1/12 0.31±0.05
7.2g 2.5±0.2 6.9±0.9 10.5/12 0.34±0.05

Blackbody -
+3 3

6 0.20±0.05 -
+0.13 0.04

0.21 14.8/11 L
6.4f 0.18±0.02 -

+0.19 0.05
0.07 15.2/12 L

7.2g 0.17±0.02 -
+0.21 0.05

0.08 15.3/12 L
NS Atmosphereh -

+7 5
8

-
+0.09 0.04

0.03
-
+1.0 0.4

7.3 12.1/11 L
6.4f 0.09±0.02 -

+1.0 0.3
0.6 12.1/12 L

7.2g 0.08±0.02 -
+1.1 0.3

0.7 12.1/12 L
PSR J0636+5129
Power law -

+30 20
60

-
+5 1

5
-
+13 5

67 15.1/11 -
+15 e

7
2 5

3.3f 2.6±0.2 4.7±0.7 27.0/12 0.25±0.04
1.8g 2.4±0.2 4.3±0.6 30.6/12 0.2±0.03

Blackbody -
+3 3

6 0.18±0.03 -
+0.03 0.01

0.02 17.5/11 L
3.3f 0.18±0.02 -

+0.028 0.005
0.008 17.5/12 L

1.8g 0.19±0.02 -
+0.025 0.005

0.007 17.5/12 L
NS Atmosphereh -

+9 6
10

-
+0.07 0.03

0.02
-
+0.3 0.2

2.1 17.6/11 L
3.3f 0.08±0.01 -

+0.16 0.05
0.10 17.5/12 L

1.8g 0.09±0.01 -
+0.12 0.04

0.06 18.3/12 L
PSR J0645+5158i

Power law 5.5f 2.8 <0.9 3.87/5 <0.055
3.6g 2.8 <0.8 3.88/5 <0.026

Blackbody 5.5f 0.20 <0.03 4.06/5 L
3.6g 0.20 <0.03 4.06/5 L

NS Atmosphereh 5.5f 0.086 <0.2 4.03/5 L
3.6g 0.086 <0.2 4.03/5 L

Notes.
a Listed uncertainties on all parameters are 1σ bounds from sherpaʼs projcommand, or are derived from those bounds where relevant.
b Temperature at infinity for NSA model.
c A is amplitude ×10−6 keV−3 cm−2 s−1.
d R is the emission radius in kilometers for distances of 1300±80 pc (J0337; Kaplan et al. 2014), -

+210 20
30 pc (J0636; Stovall et al. 2014), and -

+650 130
200 pc (J0645;

Stovall et al. 2014) from the BB amplitude or from scaling the radius and distance from the NSA normalization.
e Unabsorbed Flux between 0.2 and 2.0 keV.
f NH fixed using DM from Ransom et al. (2014) and Stovall et al. (2014) and relation between DM and NH found by He et al. (2013).
g NH values fixed using relation with AV, found using DM values from Ransom et al. (2014) and Stovall et al. (2014) and results from Drimmel et al. (2003) and
Predehl & Schmitt (1995).
h Change in mass used for NSA models produces change in emission radius and temperature that is insignificant compared to uncertainty in fit parameters.
i 95% upper limits on single free parameters.
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are fairly unconstrained, can be compared with the fluxes
calculated from the fits to the data to determine the relative
thermal and non-thermal emission. For PSRJ0337, the
measured luminosity and the luminosity from Equation (1)
are consistent, implying a high ratio of non-thermal to thermal
emission. For PSRJ0636, the luminosity from the data is less
than the luminosity from the Possenti relation, which implies
the non-thermal emission is less significant. For PSRJ0645, we
use the Ė from Stovall et al. (2014) to find

( ) = -Llog erg s 29 1X,J0645
1 , which is consistent with the

upper limit of  ´L 3.2 10X,J0645
29. The relation found by Li

et al. (2008), also for 2–10 keV, is similarly unconstrained:

( ) ( ) ( ˙ )
( )

= 
- 

- -L Elog erg s 0.92 0.04 log erg s
0.8 1.3. 2

X
1 1

From this, we expect ( ) = -Llog erg s 31 2X,J0337
1 ,

( ) = -Llog erg s 30 2X,J0636
1 , and ( ) =-Llog erg sX,J0645

1

29 2.

Figure 2. X-ray spectra and scaled residuals of PSR J0337+1715 (top frames) and PSR J0636+5129 (bottom frames) with free NH. The red solid lines are the
blackbody model fits; the blue dashed lines are the neutron star atmosphere model fits; and the green dotted lines are the power-law model fits. See Table 1 for the best-
fit parameter values and uncertainties.

Figure 3. PSR J0636+5129 light curve—blue circles indicate the background-
subtracted source count rate, with mean given by blue dashed line; red squares
indicate the count rate from reference source, background-subtracted and
scaled to source mean count rate; black dotted line at system conjunction,
phase=0.25. Figure 4. Three-color composite image of XMM-Newton OM data on

PSR J0337+1715. The counterpart is indicated by the tick marks at the center.
The image is 5′ on each side, with north up and east to the left. The composite
is made from U (3440 Å), UVW1 (2910 Å), and UVM2 (2310 Å) observations.
The linear streaks are readout trails from the bright star, the diffuse circular
region is internally reflected light from that star, and the square box indicates a
saturated region.
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These results seem consistent with the wider population of
MSPs (e.g., Durant et al. 2012). In Figure 7, we compare our
results with those of other analyses of X-rays from pulsars,
compiled by Gentile et al. (2014). The Possenti et al. (2002)
relation, which was formally determined for the 2–10 keV
range but scaled to the 0.2–8 keV range using WebPIMMS,14

does not fit the data as well as the Li et al. (2008) relation (also
scaled from 2–10 keV to 0.2–8 keV), or the simpler

˙= ´-L E10X
3 relation suggested by Becker & Trümper

(1997) for the 0.1–2.4 keV range (which is, in turn, very similar
to the updated relation from Becker 2009). However,
PSRJ0337 and PSRJ0636 are targets of intensive multi-
wavelength campaigns. We have a precise neutron star mass
for PSRJ0337 (independent of general relativity; Ransom
et al. 2014), and with the parallax distance from the VLBA,
these results can be extrapolated to the wider population.
PSRJ0645 already has a parallax distance from timing
observations, but the neutron star mass is unknown. With
precise measurements of the luminosities of these and other
pulsars, using the more accurate pulsar distance measurements
and models that were made since the publication of Possenti
et al. (2002), a better analysis of the relation between the spin-
down luminosity and X-ray luminosity of pulsars can be done
(e.g., Prinz & Becker 2015).
In order to better constrain the emission mechanisms, we

want to measure the shape of pulsations, which requires much
higher time resolution and better sensitivity than achieved in
these observations. With the upcoming NICER mission, it will
be possible to further constrain the masses and radii of
PSRJ0337 and PSRJ0636 using the known parallax distances
(Gendreau et al. 2012). Based on current data and assuming a
pulsed fraction of 25% (e.g., Bogdanov 2013), we estimate
≈100 ks in order to see pulsations from PSRJ0337 with either
XMM-Newton or NICER at ≈5σ. To accomplish NICERʼs
primary goal of constraining the equation-of-state, the radius
must be measured to ≈3σ, which would require a considerably
long observation of ≈70 days.
In the optical and ultraviolet, our results on PSRJ0337 are

fully consistent (within 1σ) with previous photometry and
modeling by Kaplan et al. (2014) and Ransom et al. (2014).
Specifically, our U-band observation agrees with the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) u′ data-point, and our UVM2-band
observation agrees with the GALEX /NUV data-point. On the

Figure 5. Spectral-energy distribution (SED) of the optical counterpart to
PSR J0337+1715. We show the optical/ultraviolet portion of the SED
presented in Ransom et al. (2014; data shown as blue circles) with the new
XMM-Newton OM data shown as the green diamonds. The OM photometric
points from each filter are shown, and the red squares are the best-fit model
atmosphere (including extinction) integrated over the filter passband.

Figure 6. Confidence contours for fits to the XMM-Newton observations of
PSR J0337+1715 (upper panel) and PSR J0636+5129 (lower panel). We show
the neutron star atmosphere (NSA; blue dashed lines) and blackbody (red solid
lines) models, with contours at 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ values. Filled circles represent
best-fit values for NH and kT with 1σ errorbars, and empty boxes and triangles
represent fits with NH fixed using the DM–NH and AV–NH methods,
respectively, described in Section 2.1 with 1σ errorbars in kT.

Figure 7. X-ray luminosity over 0.2–8.0 keV vs. Ė . Data from Gentile et al.
(2014), and from this paper (converted to the energy range of 0.2–8.0 keV
using WebPIMMS). The solid line is the general relation from Possenti
et al. (2002; Equation (1)), the dotted line is the relation from Li et al. (2008;
Equation (2)) with the 1σ uncertainty interval given by the gray region, the
dot–dashed line is the relation from Becker (2009), and the dashed line
represents 0.1% efficiency at 0.1–2.4 keV (Becker & Trümper 1997). All
relations have been converted to the 0.2–8.0 keV energy range.

14 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/w3pimms/w3pimms.pl
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other hand, the UVW1 observation has no prior direct
confirmation, but fully supports the model of a WD hydrogen
atmosphere with effective temperature 15,800 K, surface
gravity log(g)=5.82, extinction AV=0.45 mag, and normal-
ization of 0.091 Re at a distance of 1300 pc. In Figure 5, we
show our new photometry compared to the model atmosphere
integrated over the appropriate filter transmission curves.15

For PSRJ0636, we do not detect any emission with the OM,
but this is consistent with expectations. The absence of a
companion in the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (Skrutskie
et al. 2006) or SDSS (Eisenstein et al. 2011) limited the
effective temperature of the companion to <3000 K, based on
the distance used above and a Roche-lobe filling radius of
about 0.1 Re. This implies an AB magnitude of mU>28
(without accounting for extinction, which could make it even
fainter), consistent with our limit (also see Bailes et al. 2001 for
deeper searches of a similar object). Dedicated observations
focusing on the near-infrared will likely be required to find the
companion. For PSRJ0645, there is no companion and we are
limited to searching for just the MSP itself. Similar searches
have been done; e.g., Mignani & Becker (2004) use the VLT to
search for PSR J2124–3358 and find a limiting magnitude of
U>26. Our upper limit on the X-ray blackbody would imply
an AB magnitude of mU>39.
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